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Hi, everyone, welcome to another episode of legendary leaders. So doing something a
little different in the business, and I wanted to share it with you, not necessarily because
you need to participate in it, although you are definitely welcome to, but more than ever
to share with you something that I'm trying so that you can steal shamelessly, right?
Because why not? We're all here, trying to figure out our path relative to our business
trying to figure out what's going to work best, and how we can better serve and deliver to
our, you know, our clients and our customers. And so why not share some ideas? Well, one
of the things that that I've started to do is instead of having a console call, right, which we
can all have console calls, and we can have consoles. If you're in a healthcare field, you
have a console. If you are, you know, talking to someone about marketing, you have a
console and you're talking to someone about developing a website for you have a console
every initial discussion before you decide to do business with someone. It's console. Right?
But do you like the word console? And how many people really like the word console, not
a whole lot of people. They are mostly turned off by that. It sounds very formal. And so
what? Why call it that? Why not call it something appealing something that they're going
to feel comfortable doing or why not call it something that will encourage them actually
to show up and to participate? So recently, what I did was I changed the fact that you're
going to get a free call or a free 30 minute consultation, or whatever the verbiage was
that I was using, Originally, it was something like that. Now jumping on the phone with me,
and I call that the air squared framework. Health Check. does not sound great. I want to
go through and talk to you about your business and understand you know, where there
may be some gaps or some some wasted revenue or some inefficiencies or an area where
you may need to hire some more people on a certain Or where a process is slowing down
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and impacting service to your customer. I want to learn all of these things. Why? Why do I
want to learn all those things? Well, if I can do a health check on your business and help
point out some of the areas that you can immediately improve, then your inner villain
shuts up. Right? Because right now she's telling you, you should be able to figure this out,
but you can't. So it's all your fault, and you're no good and right. It's all that self doubt. So I
want to help you silence her. So the best way to do that is to stop the the dialogue
happening in your mind around your business, to stop the constant questions and
wondering and struggles around, why is my business just not performing? Why am I
putting in all the hours and all the time and all the effort, but the revenue isn't there?
Right. So that's what this health check is. centered on the business. But I tie it back to the
fact that if we can identify these problems and start putting fixes in place, the villain stops,
your life gets back on track, you become the legend that everyone admires, right? That's,
you know, that's whether you want to be admired or not. That's what you become, just by
living your legendary life, the life that you personally want to live. What's holding you back
right now is your business. So let's solve for it. So it's a health check, a health check on your
business. And then at the end of the call, I give, you know, the participants a free air
squared framework game plan. So after the call, here's what I recommend you go do. So
now you can go take action because why not right. I mean, why give a console just to
have to make them come back and have another assessment or, you know, another test
like

 04:01

You know, I have a little bit of a heart murmur. It's hereditary runs in my family. And so I
have to go every two to three years and have an echocardiogram done on my on my
heart. Okay, it's just standard just to check on the heart, make sure it's okay. No big deal.
Well, the last time I had one done, I lived in a different state. So now I have to find another
doctor in this state. Well, the first thing I have to go do is have a console before they can
even schedule the test, write the procedure. And so it's so frustrating because I just want
to get it over with. I just want to solve the problem. I want to know that everything with my
heart is okay. I feel like it is I'm sure it is right. I'm not worried about it. It's just the time. It's
just the lack of being able to focus on the things I want to focus on because now I've got
to take the time to go have this conversation. So instead of belaboring and drawing out
all of these different conversations, I want to give value right away. Have the gate. So let's
do the health check. Where's your business sitting? What are the problems that you're
facing? What are you most worried about? Okay, well, here's your game plan. Here's what
I would tell you want to fix and tackle. And here are some some tools and
recommendations on how you can do that. So we can start fighting that villain right out of
the gate. Whether you decide to move on to become a client or not, you know, fine, that's
okay. As long as I got to help you a little bit, that's what matters to me. That's what
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matters. We're all fighting this villain. So why not help each other? Take her out. Right?
watching someone else overcome their own inner villain is just as valuable as you doing it
yourself. It's just as rewarding if not more, so, at least for me it is. So I'm not calling it a
console anymore. I'm calling it a health check. I'm gonna give some value right out of the
gate because I want everyone to be able to succeed. And, you know, I want everyone to
understand that I'm here to help and maybe we would be a good fit and maybe we would
But either way, I'm going to help because that's my passion. That's what I like to do. And
it's rewarding for me and it's rewarding for the individual on the other end of the phone or
the video conference, right? So as you're thinking about how to interact with potential
clients, if you do a console or you know first discussion before you agree to move forward
and work together in any part of your business, then think about how you can relabel that
conversation into something outside of just being a consult, what does that look like? And
you know, then how do you immediately provide value I mean, I'm going to go and meet
with this physician for the first time about my heart and I don't know if it's a he or she but
let's just say she, she is going to have to have the the typical health conversation and
there's nothing she's going to be able to help me with right out of the gate besides just
schedule the next appointment to come in and have the you know, to have the scan done.
Right, the ultrasound done instead is what it is. So she can't give me any advice, she can't
help me, she can't do it right, then she can't give me my time back. And so I'm stuck
having to do it that way. Don't let your customer or your client feel like they are stuck
having to go through a process. It's time consuming just to get your help. We all hate that
when dealing with the physicians Don't be like that if you don't have to be if your business
doesn't require that, see how you can be flexible and show your customer or your client
right out of the gate that you're here to help. And give them some wins. And give them
some tools and some strategies that will help them they will appreciate you for it. And,
you know, even if you're not a good fit, they will definitely reward you by referring people
to you or continue to follow you and maybe, you know, work with you later. And that's all
good stuff. Right? It's all good stuff. So think about that. How can you change consult the
name of it and the process If that's something that you have to do in your business, thanks
for listening, go and be legendary.
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